Conformational variations in d(TGACGTCA) and its reverse sequence d(ACTGCAGT): a joint circular dichroism and nuclear magnetic resonance study.
Circular dichroism (CD) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) techniques have been used to characterize the structural properties of the two self-complementary DNA octamers d(TGACGTCA) (I) and d(ACTGCAGT) (II). These display as distinctive features reverse sequences and central steps CpG and GpC, respectively. CD experiments lead to B-form DNA spectra characterized by larger magnitude signals in the case of octamer (I). NMR COSY spectra indicate that in the two octamers all the residues are predominantly south, S, (2'-endo) sugar conformation. NMR NOESY spectra show most of the glycosidic angles confined in the range predicted for B-form DNA although important heterogeneity is noticed along the chains, more pronounced in the case of octamer (I). Both the increase of north, N, (3'-endo) sugar conformation and P (pseudorotation phase angle) deviation from its standard B-form DNA value (162 degrees) express local sequence dependent structure distortions, remarkably visible in CpG step of octamer (I) and agreeing with NOESY cross-peaks intensities. Results interpreted according to Calladine's rules indicate higher cross-chain strains in octamer (I) than in octamer (II). All together, we find evidence to support for octamer (I) in solution local structures with A-DNA properties likely dictated by the central CpG step. Such structures could be involved in the DNA recognition by proteins and anticancerous drugs.